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MCMC Particle Filter for Real-Time Visual Tracking of Vehicles Franc¸ois Bardet and Thierry Chateau



Abstract— This paper adresses real-time automatic tracking and labeling of a variable number of vehicles, using one or more still cameras. The multi-vehicle configuration is tracked through a Markov Chain Monte-Carlo Particle Filter (MCMC PF) method. We show that integrating a simple vehicle kinematic model within this tracker allows to estimate the trajectories of a set of vehicles, with a moderate number of particles, allowing frame-rate computation. This paper also adresses vehicle tracking involving occlusions, deep scale and appearance changes: we propose a global observation function allowing to fairly track far vehicles as well as close vehicles. Experiment results are shown and discussed on multiple vehicle tracking sequences. Though now only tracking light vehicles, the ultimate goal of this research is to track and classify all classes of road users, also including trucks, cycles and pedestrians, in order to analyze road users interactions.



I. I NTRODUCTION Video traffic surveillance is of high interest for several applications in the field of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), because it requires lower costs and disruption than other sensors such as loop detectors. Moreover, it can provide more information such as trajectories. A first class of ITS application is devoted to traffic management and surveillance. A second class of ITS application aims at providing statistical information, such as overall traffic speed, lane occupancy, and individual lane speed analysis. Such measurements help improving safety and/or testing infrastructures and their influence on driver behaviour. A third class encompasses advanced safety systems, cooperative systems, driver assistance systems, collision avoidance systems, and others. This class of applications require some level of knowledge of the users trajectories and requires on-board measurements, while the two others require infrastructure-located measurements. The first and third classes need real-time processing, while the second allows for deferred information processing. Most of these applications use optical and/or radar sensors. In this paper, we adress an infrastructure-located real-time multiple vehicle tracker, as clearly required by the first class of applications. The second class of applications also may need real-time, either when recording user images is not allowed in order to protect their privacy, or when the amount of data is simply too huge to be recorded and processed later. We chose vision for its wide range of measurement, but the method presented below allows the fusion with other sensors. In the tracker presented below, vehicles are modelled as generic cuboids. Monocular tracking of a car was achieved in 1993, matching a 3D car wireframe model with image edge segments [1]. Many other works were then published. LASMEA - 24 avenue des Landais, F-63177 Aubiere cedex, FRANCE
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Some of them adressed occlusions due to the relatively low elevation of the camera to the ground [5]. In this case of possibly deep occlusions, real-time tracking of several vehicle is still challenging. Particle Filters are a popular way to track multiple objects, because they can cope with non-linearities and multimodalities induced by occlusions and background clutter. They are Monte-Carlo recursive Bayesian filters. As a sampled method, they require a way to smartly choose and propagate the samples (the ”particles”) over time. As the system state may evolve at each time step, resampling is necessary. The seminal algorithm is known as SIR (Sample Importance Resampling), as proposed by Isard and Blake [7]. A mono-vision multi-object tracker was proposed in [4], and many other works followed. The drawback of SIR, shown by many authors [4], [12], is that it can’t deal with a highdimensional state-space, because the number of required particles grows exponentially as a function of the statespace dimension. Thus, a SIR Particle Filter can’t track more than 2 or 3 objects. Partitionned Particle Filter [8] has been proposed to overcome this limitation, but its drawback has been identified in [12]: it doesn’t fairly sample all the objects. A different approach, when real-time is not required, uses a Markov Chain Monte-Carlo state space exploration to associate data in order to track objects over a period of time [14]. For real-time tracking, Markov Chain Monte-Carlo Particle Filters (MCMC PF) have been shown to successfully track up to 20 ants in [6], and 2 to 4 pedestrians in [11]. Both show that the required number of particles for MCMC PF tracking is only a linear function of the number of tracked objects, when they do not interact. More computation is required only in case of interaction (e.g. occlusion). Both authors tracked objects whose dynamics is hardly predictible. As a first contribution, we show that including a vehicle dynamics model into the MCMC PF greatly improves tracking efficiency. As a second contribution, an original global observation function is presented and shown to be invariant to object scale changes. Moreover, object appearance models are updated within the iterative MCMC PF as part of the state to be estimated, as well as the object position and shape. This paper is organised as follows: in section II, we develop the MCMC PF method for tracking a variable number of objects, focusing on the vehicle model. In section III, we describe the observation functions, focusing on their independance to scale change. In section IV, tracking results are demonstrated and discussed.



II. M ULTI -O BJECT MCMC PARTICLE F ILTER Let p(Xt |Z1:t ) denote the posterior probability density for a system state to be Xt at time t, knowing an observation sequence Z1:t . Particle Filters propagate a number N of particles over time, to approximate p(Xt |Z1:tP ) as a sum of N Dirac functions, such that: p(Xt |Z1:t ) ≈ N1 n=1 δ(Xt − n n Xt ) where Xt denotes the n-th state sample at time t. In MCMC Particle Filters, these samples are drawn iteratively, through a first order Markov process.



TABLE I ENTERING VEHICLE RANGES



vehicle data length (m) width (m) height (m) wheelbase L (m) velocity norm (m.s−1 ) velocity angle to road axis (deg)



mini 3.5 1.4 1.4 2.5 10 -30



maxi 5.5 2 2.2 3.0 30 +30



A. State Space



D. Marginalized Proposal Moves



In object tracking the state encodes the configuration of the perceptible objects: Xnt = {Itn , xnt,i }, i ∈ {1, ..., Itn }, where Itn is the number of visible objects of hypothesis n at time t, n ∈ {1, ..., N } where N is the number of iterations, and xnt,i is a vector encoding the state of object i, such that xnt,i = {pnt,i , vnt,i , snt,i , ant,i }. The vehicle i position at iteration n is described by pnt,i , a 3-component vector including the 2D ground projection of the vehicle center of gravity, and its yaw (orientation) angle. The ground is assumed to be planar. The vehicle velocity is described by vnt,i , a 2-component vector including the velocity magnitude and orientation. Its shape is described by snt,i , a 3-component vector including width, length and height of a cuboid approximating the vehicle shape. ant,i denotes its appearance vector in the frame, such as the color histogram used in section III-D.



It is well known that basic Particle Filters (i.e. those which draw new samples by moving jointly along all the dimensions) can’t cope with such a high dimension state space, because the required number of samples grows as an exponential of the space dimension, as focused in [11]. The best issue to this problem would be to process MetropolisHastings algorithm with a proposal move on only one randomly chosen dimension at each iteration. We cannot choose this optimal solution, because the components of pnt,i and snt,i are not independantly observable. For that reason, we chose a midway solution: the transition from state hypothesis X to the next X∗ , is conditionned by a proposal density q(X∗ |X), allowing changes along all the dimensions of one randomly chosen object at a time, within its own state subspace. This midway solution was also chosen by other authors [6], [11].



B. State Space Vehicle Dynamics



E. Variable Number of Objects



Vehicles are supposed to move on a planar ground. Thus position relative to a world reference, of vehicle i hypothesized by particle n at time step t, is defined by n n n pnt,i = (xnt,i , yt,i , ψt,i ), where xnt,i and yt,i denote its absolute n position and ψt,i denotes its absolute yaw angle. In order to improve the filtering efficiency, we restrict the state space to the range of moves a real vehicle can physically achieve [2], [13]. For that purpose, each hypothesized vehicle is time driven by equations 1, a vehicle kinematic bicycle model:  n n xnt,i = xnt−1,i + T.vt−1,i . cos ψt−1,i  n n n n yt,i = yt−1,i + T.vt−1,i . sin ψt−1,i  (1) n n n n ψt,i = ψt−1,i + T.vt−1,i . tan αt−1,i /L n n n vt,i = vt−1,i + T.γt−1,i



To allow the number of objects to change, authors introduced RJMCMC (Revesible Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo) [3]. As the number of visible objects may change, the state space dimension may also change, and it will be easier to consider it as the union of several subspaces, allowing the state to ”jump” from a subspace to another one of larger dimension if a new object enters the scene, or to a smaller dimension subspace if one of the visible objects leaves the scene. For the space exploration to work efficiently, any jump between two subspaces must correspond to a reverse jump, thus preventing the search chain to get stuck in a local minimum. For that reason, these jumps appear in algorithm 1 as a pair of discrete reversible moves: {enter, leave}. The vehicle update and model update moves are self-reversible as they are continuous moves. Tracking a variable number of objects using RJMCMC PF has been successfully experienced, showing high capabilities [6], [11]. Our tracker is such a RJMCMC PF extended so that each hypothesized vehicle is driven by a bicycle model (see section 1), commanded by realistic driver commands.



where T is the video acquisition frame rate and L denotes the n wheelbase (distance between front and rear wheels). vt−1,i denotes the norm of the vehicle velocity at time t − 1. The n driver commands at time t−1 are denoted by αt−1,i , the front n wheel steer angle, and γt−1,i , the longitudinal acceleration. C. MCMC PF for Multi-Object Tracking MCMC Particle Filter for tracking a variable number of objects was introduced in [6], and is described in algorithm 1. At each time step, it iteratively proposes a new object configuration, which may be accepted or refused according to the Metropolis-Hastings acceptance rule [9]. Two points deserve to be discussed in this algorithm: marginalized proposal moves and variable number of tracked objects.



F. Proposal Moves Enter: Each time an enter move is proposed, an additional hypothesized vehicle is added to the previous state Xn−1 such that X∗ = {Xn−1 , xI n−1 +1 }, where I n−1 is the number of vehicles hypothesized by Xn−1 . The search process jumps to a higher dimension state subspace. Table I resumes the entering vehicle range of values.



TABLE II DRIVER COMMAND VALUES



bicycle model driver commands αs steer angle (deg) γs longitudinal acceleration (m.s−2 ) constant velocity model dynamics yaw rate (deg.s−1 ) γs longitudinal acceleration (m.s−2 )



standard deviation 3 5 standard deviation 10 5



Leave: The reverse move proposes to exclude object i out of Xn−1 : propose X∗ = {Xn−1 \ Xn−1 }, i ∈ {1, ..., I n }, i n where I is the number of vehicles hypothesized by Xn−1 , and {s \ e} denotes the set s after element e removal. The search process jumps to a lower dimension state subspace. Vehicle Update: At each iteration of the Markov chain, we first draw a time t − 2 steer angle proposal α∗ drawn from the continuous distribution q(α∗ ) = N (0, αs ) and a longitudinal acceleration proposal γ ∗ drawn from the continuous distribution q(γ ∗ ) = N (0, γs ), where αs denotes front wheel steer angle standard deviation and γs longitudinal acceleration standard deviation. Values are resumed in the upper part of table II. Equations 1 are then used to generate a vehicle position proposal at time t. Driver commands at time t − 2 will only produce an observable position in time t frame, due to the two time integrations involved in equations 1. Vehicle dimension changes are also proposed, allowing our models to fit different size vehicles, according to equation 2, where Σs is the object shape covariance matrix. q(s∗ |sn−1 ) = N (sn−1 , Σs ) i i



Algorithm 1 MCMC Particle Filter Input: particle set at time t − 1: {Xnt−1 }N n=1 N Prediction: generate a prediction set at time t: {Xn∗ t }n=1 n∗ by drawing a proposal Xt from the evolution density n q(Xn t |Xt−1 ) , for n ∈ {1, ..., N } Initialize the chain: X0t = Xr∗ t r ∈ {1, ..., N } for i = 1 to N + NB do - Randomly choose a move m among: vehicle update, enter, leave, model update, model f usion. if m == vehicle update then - Randomly choose a vehicle called id to be replaced. - Randomly choose Xn∗ t , a particle involving vehicle N id from the predicted set:{Xn∗ t }n=1 ∗ - Build a proposal state X , replacing vehicle id of Xi−1 by vehicle id described by Xn∗ t t else - Build a proposal state X∗ end if - Compute its likelihood: π(X∗ ) ∝ P (Zt |X∗ ) - Compute the acceptance ratio :  π(X∗ )qd (Xti−1 |X∗ )  α = min 1, π(Xti−1 )qd (X∗ |Xi−1 ) t - Add a i-th element to the chain: Xit = X∗ with with probability 1 − α. probability α, or Xit = Xi−1 t end for Discard the NB first samples of the chain (burn-in). Output: particle set at time t: {Xnt }n=NB +1,...,NB +N



(2)



Model Update, Model Fusion: Integrating model management within MCMC PF requires two extra moves, which allow the appearance models to evolve within the filter. Model update and fusion are designed to be reversible as well as all other moves, to keep the search chain free to explore any region of the subspace. III. O BSERVATION F UNCTIONS A. Background Model Though only one camera is used in typical traffic surveillance applications, more cameras may be required, either to increase the trajectory estimate accuracy, or to increase the measurement range. For that reason, we designed a measurement function that may merge informations from one or more cameras. Assuming still cameras and background, we first process a very simple background subtraction on each frame. Then each pixel is classified as background or foreground, and we compute a binary foreground image according to equation 3:  1 if p(zg,c |lg,c = F ) > p(zg,c |lg,c = B) IF (g, c) = 0 otherwise (3) where zg,c denotes the pixel value at location g of the frame sent by camera number c at time t, ∀g ∈ {1, ..., G} with G the number of processed pixels of the frame, ∀c ∈ {1, ..., C},



with C the number of cameras in use, and lg,c ∈ {B, F } is a label assigned to the pixel at location g, according to whether the state hypothesis X assumes that this pixel is illuminated either by the Background B, or by a Foreground object F . B. Global Observation Likelihood Each vehicle hypothesized by state X is modeled as a cuboid with shape defined by snt,i as defined in section II-A. We compute the convex hull of its vertice projections into the camera images. We then compute an hypothesis image containing 1’s on pixels inside at least one of the said convex hulls, 0’s elsewhere. A similarity image is finally computed IS (X, g, c) as defined in equation 4:  1 if IF (g, c) = IM (X, g, c) IS (X, g, c) = (4) 0 otherwise ∀g ∈ {1, ..., G}, ∀c ∈ {1, ..., C}. Tracking multiple vehicles or pedestrians in traffic involves deep scale changes due to projection. Thus a naive image similarity ratio (the number of 1’s in IS divided by its area) would be much more discriminant for close object moves, than for further object moves. In figure 1, each object is proposed a horizontal move of half its width. Almost every move of the smallest objects would be accepted without discrimination. To avoid this drawback, we propose an original object-area dependent global observation likelihood,



unemployed, so that they are ready to be re-associated to the object in case it re-enters the scene.
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D. Modeling Vehicle Appearance
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Fig. 1. foreground image and projected multi-object hypothesis. Dashed line: initial hypothesis. Solid line: proposal hypothesis. Their acceptance rates with a naive observation function are given on the upper side of the rectangles. Their acceptance rates with our observation function are given on the lower side of the rectangles.



ensuring a target acceptance rate, independantly to the object area. This is made possible because algorithm 1 proposes to move only one hypothesized object at a time. For that purpose, we compute a variable denoted βc ∀c ∈ {1, ..., C}, such that a given relative loss of object coverage kS leads to a target acceptance ratio αt . Let us denote S the area of the foreground binary image IF , So,c the moved object area in camera c image. In our experiment, we choose kS = 0.1 and αt = 0.5, meaning that an object proposal covering only 90% of the previous hypothesized object, would lead to an acceptance rate αt = 0.5, thus equiprobably accepting or refusing this proposal. We compute the global likelihood as: 1 βc X πF,c (X) = IS (g, c) ∀c ∈ {1, ..., C} (5) S g∈{1,...,G}



where πF,c (X) = 1 if the hypothesis mask IM (X) perfectly βc  S−2So,c if they do not intersect fits IF , and πF,c (X) = S at all. The variable βc can be computed as follows: βc =



log(αt ) log(1 −



S 2kS So,c )



(6)



Figure 1 shows that the acceptance ratios no more depend on the object distance. The remaining disparities are due to the object shapes which do not fit all the same the hypothesized rectangles. This observation function gives us the opportunity to adjust the Metropolis-Hastings acceptance rate, as it determines the search efficiency. C. Driving Proposal Moves Enter proposals are driven by clusters of foreground pixels, not explained by any hypothesized object. The entering vehicle is given a prior state with 3D position driven by the 2D position of the cluster, and with velocity and shape priors drawn from uniform distributions as defined in table I. Leave proposals are driven by the ratio of background pixels inside its cuboid projection convex hull, to its area. This process saves computational costs, as we only propose a leave move when the hypothesis Xn−1 tries to explain the observation through an excessive foreground coverage. When a leave move is accepted, the appearance models previously associated to it are kept in memory, and declared



To maintain object identity, our tracker needs an object appearance model. We convert our images to a hue-saturationvalue color space. We use the color model proposed in [10]: pixels with sufficient value and saturation feed an unmarginalized hue-saturation histogram; other pixels a value histogram. Both are concatenated to build a color model whose benefit is a lesser sensitivity to illumination changes. Let us denote Bnt = {HnL }L L=1 the bank of color histograms at iteration n ∈ {1, ..., N } of time t, where HnL is label L color histogram, L being the number of color models currently ”alive”, i.e. they have been previously associated with a visible object. Each model is the union of sub-models C generated in each camera in use: HnL = {hn,c L }c=1 . E. Appearance Similarity At iteration n, an histogram hn,c is computed in evi ery camera, c ∈ {1, ..., C} for each visible object i ∈ {1, ..., I n } contained in Xn . The likelihood that object i is well described by its associated model L(i) in camera c, is then estimated as the Bhattacharyya similarity coefficient of histogram hn,c and object i’s color model hn,c i L(i) : c πi,col (X) =



U q X



n,c hn,c i (u)hL(i) (u)



(7)



u=1



where hn,c and hn,c i L(i) are filled on U bins with color values PU n,c weighted by a kernel mask such that u=1 hi (u) = 1 PU n,c and u=1 hL(i) (u) = 1. The method described below could be equally used with any other appearance model. The appearance similarity for the I object hypothesized global configuration X, is then computed as: πcol (X) =



C Y I Y



c (πi,col )vi,c



 V1



with vi,c =



c=1 i=1



A1i,c (8) Ai,c



being the visibility rate of hypothesized object i, seen from camera c, where A1i,c is the area of the visible part of object i in camera c, Ai,c is the total area of object i in camera PCc, and PI V is the sum of all these visibility rates V = c=1 i=1 vi,c . F. Joint State Likelihood Finally the global configuration X likelihood required to compute algorithm 1 acceptance rate, is calculated as: π(X) = πF (X)πcol (X)



(9)



IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS Vehicle tracking experiments have been conducted on two different sceneries. As a first scenery, a highway video sequence from the traffic database used at the Statistical Visual Computing Lab at UCSD (http://www.svcl.ucsd.edu/), captured with a low-resolution (320*240), low frame rate (10 fps) surveillance webcam, and is typical of traffic surveillance applications. Figure 2 shows few frames from one
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Fig. 3. Highway video sequence. Top view trajectories: horizontal axis roughly aligned to the highway longitudinal axis (meters on both axis). TABLE III T RACKING FAILURE RATE  VS N UMBER OF PARTICLES
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Fig. 2. Highway video sequence. Overplotted thin black lines define the limits of the 20*100 meters tracking area. Tracked vehicle estimated cuboids and their past trajectories are overplotted.



of these sequences. As a second scenery, a windy two-lane road sequence, typical of trajectory analysis applications (see figure 4), captured with a 640*480, 25 fps IP camera. On both figures, overplotted thin black lines define the limits of the tracking area. When entering this area, a new vehicle is labelled with a unique identifier. In each frame, its estimated convex hull is plotted as well as its past trajectory. A. Genericity and priors We designed this tracker to be as generic as possible, in order to track several classes of objects, such as pedestrians as well as vehicles, in any scenery. For that purpose, we let objects enter or leave the scene without any location prior, and vehicle velocity priors are very loose, as can be seen in table I, allowing experiments in various sceneries. On a defined application, enter and leave locations may be more constrained or learnt online, as well as velocity angle and magnitude. It makes no doubt that these priors will increase the tracking reliability. Figure 2 image #1 illustrates the absence of enter prior, allowing to begin tracking at any time: after processing image #1, vehicle #1 is estimated to be present, others will enter on next frames. B. Tracking Vehicles with Few Particles To assess the tracker performance, we choose a short (50 frames) but significant highway sequence, involving an average of 10 vehicles within a 20*100 meter tracking area. Up to 12 vehicles are simultaneously tracked. The trackerP performance is measured through an error rate  = P R 50 nf r=1 t=1 nv , where nf denotes the number of tracking



particles 50 100 200 400



constant velocity 0.56 0.36 0.18 0.11



bicycle 0.31 0.19 0.10 0.06



failures and nv the number of target vehicles to be tracked, R is the number of repetitions of the experiment, set to R = 10, yielding a total number of 4930 vehicle*frame to be tracked. The ”ground truth” has been set by hand frame by frame. Table III shows the results for numbers of particles in accordance with real-time requirements. It allows to compare the tracker driven by the bicycle as presented in section II-B versus the same tracker driven by a plain constant velocity model, with velocity dynamics as defined in the bottom part of table II. Table III shows that the constant velocity driven tracker hardly tracks vehicles when running with less than 400 particles, while the bicycle model driven tracker allows tracking up to 12 vehicles with as few as 200 particles. C. Tracking Failures Running the tracker on several sequences allows us to identify the most frequent failures. We chose a tracking sequence, run with 200 particles, to illustrate these failures with few frames plotted on figure 2. The corresponding trajectories in top view are plotted on figure 3. Losing track of a vehicle. This is caused either by poor foreground-background segmentation, or by a lack of particles when several other vehicles are currently being tracked, thus not letting enough iterations to properly fit a new target. This is illustrated by the red vehicle entering bottom right on image #40 and remaining untracked. Erroneous double tracking of a unique target: on image#20 a new vehicle #10 is superimposed onto a target already tracked by object #3. This error will be recovered between images #30 and #40. Unconsistant identification: Objects #9 and #11 are lost between images #30 and #40, and recovered between images #40 and #50, but are given new identities. The modelf usion mechanism (see section II-F) is intended to recover the previous identity. It sometimes fails here showing that a color descriptor is not discriminant enough in the highway context, where many vehicle colors are mostly on the gray axis.



V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS



Fig. 4. Top: trajectory estimates on windy road video sequence with overplotted thin black lines defining the limits of the 10*100 meters tracking area. Bottom: top view of trajectory estimates (cars enter on the left side).



We have presented a generic multi-vehicle real-time automatic tracking and labeling system, using a MCMC Particle Filter involving a vehicle kinematic model. We have shown that integrating a vehicle bicycle model within the MCMC PF greatly improves the tracking, allowing to track over 10 vehicles with 200 particles. The global likelihood observation function allows the filter to cope with occlusions and deep scale changes. RJMCMC algorithm allows to explore both the spatial arrangement of the objects on the scene, and their appearance. Future works will adress the following points: Foreground segmentation: currently performs weakly compared to state-of-the-art techniques and feeds the tracker with a poor observation. We will test other segmentation strategies to improve this module. Trajectory accuracy: damaged by shadows classified as foreground, shifting the vehicle position estimate. Applying a simple illumination model as used in [1] should improve tracking accuracy. Tracking various classes of objects: Only light or medium vehicle tracking is presented in this paper. We are currently extending this algorithm to track and classify any road user, including trucks, cycles and pedestrians. Heavy traffic: as this method tracks well 10 vehicles with 200 particles, it still has to be tested in heavier traffic. R EFERENCES
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Fig. 5. Multi-object MCMC PF tracker computation time versus the number of visible objects, using a 100, 200 or 400 particle chain. For measurement comparability, synthesis rectangular objects are tracked. Foregroundbackground segmentation computation is not included in these figures.



D. Real-Time Capability of the Algorithm The MCMC PF heart of the tracker currently runs in real time. Figure 5 gives the computation time versus the number of present objects, on a 3GHz Intel E6850 Core 2 Duo processor PC, with 3,25Go RAM, running Linux Kubuntu 7.10. These measurements have been conducted on a 320*240 sequence, using a 100, 200 or 400 particle chain. The foreground-background image segmentation computation time is not included in these figures, but the currently used segmentation method requires 10ms per frame, yielding a total computation cost of 45 ms (22 fps) with 200 particles nearly reaching frame rate real-time. We are confident on the fact that little coding improvements will allow running a 200 particle tracker at 25 fps. As each of the proposal moves of the MCMC PF chain is devoted to a unique object, one can consider that roughly 20 iterations per object is the lower limit to correctly track each object.
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